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01 August
Oil climbed from the lowest in more than a month as the U.S. House 
of Representatives passed legislation to raise the government’s debt 
ceiling and avoid a default in the world’s biggest crude-consuming 
nation.

Japan’s Nikkei 225 Stock Average fell, erasing yesterday’s gains, as 
U.S. manufacturing grew at the slowest pace in two years, pushing 
down Asian exporters even after lawmakers in Washington approved 
legislation to raise the nation’s debt limit before a threatened default.

Chinese police yesterday shot dead two ethnic Uighurs suspected of 
taking part in a July 31 attack in Kashgar, the official Xinhua News 
Agency said.

Short-term borrowing with commercial paper reached an 18-month 
high in Japan, after the country’s worst nuclear disaster in 25 years 
raised the cost of selling bonds for power producers.

02 August
Japanese stocks fell by the most since the aftermath of the March 
earthquake after an unexpected drop in U.S. consumer spending 
amplified concern that the world’s largest economy is faltering, 
dimming the outlook for exporters and banks.

Hyundai Motor Co. and Kia Motors Corp., South Korea’s largest 
automakers, outpaced the industry in July U.S. sales while Honda 
Motor Co. and Toyota Motor Corp. led declines for Asian brands amid 
inventory constraints.

U.S., Australian and Japanese bonds rallied, sending Treasury two-year 
yields to a record low, as signs of slowing economic growth fueled 
demand for the relative safety of government debt.

Five-year Japanese bonds yields are trading at an almost nine-month 
low as the yen approaches a post World War II record high, fueling 
speculation the Bank of Japan will expand stimulus this week to 
support the economy.

03 August
Swiss exporters are being tortured as investors flee the euro region 
debt crisis for the haven of the franc’s fiscal virtue.

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd. and Hitachi Ltd. said they’re not holding 
talks to merge some of their businesses, hours after the president of 
Hitachi said that a deal was being discussed.
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Treasury yields were eight basis points away from the lowest this year 
before government reports today and tomorrow that economists 
said will show the nation isn’t creating enough jobs to reduce the 
unemployment rate.

The yen weakened against all its major peers after Japan intervened 
in the foreign-exchange market for the first time since March to stem 
gains in the currency that threaten the nation’s economic recovery.

04 August
China’s stocks fell, driving the benchmark index to the lowest level in 
11 months, as global equities markets plunged on concern slumping 
U.S. growth and Europe’s debt crisis will push the world economy into 
recession.

The Reserve Bank of Australia cut its forecast for economic growth this 
year and raised the outlook for inflation as delays in coal production, 
global financial risks and subdued consumer spending delay a 
rebound.

Treasuries headed for their steepest weekly gain since the last time the 
Federal Reserve cut interest rates in 2008 as stocks tumbled around 
the world on concern economic growth is slowing.

Asian stocks tumbled, with the regional benchmark index falling more 
than 10 percent from its May peak, as concern the world economy is 
weakening sparked a global equities rout that drove the Standard & 
Poor’s 500 Index to its worst slump since February 2009.

05 August
Gold surged to a record after Standard & Poor’s cut the U.S.’s top 
credit rating for the first time, fueling a slump in equities and the dollar 
amid increasing concern that the global economy is slowing.

European Central Bank President Jean- Claude Trichet signaled he’s 
ready to start buying Italian and Spanish bonds in his riskiest attempt 
yet to tame the sovereign debt crisis.

Asian stocks dropped, extending the worst global slump since the bull 
market began in 2009, while U.S. equity futures, 30-year Treasuries and 
oil slid after the loss of America’s top credit rating. Gold jumped to 
a record and the Swiss franc climbed to an all-time high against the 
dollar.

Japanese stocks dropped, sending the Nikkei 225 Stock Average to its 
biggest two-day decline since March, after Standard & Poor’s Ratings 
Services cut the U.S. government’s credit rating, damping the outlook 
for Asia’s banks and exporters.


